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Title Genre WD DD MM Year Start Duration £ Venue Summary

A Simple Tale of Love Theatre Wed 1 9 2021 0:01 50 5.99 [Digital Stream] One night in a dimly lit alley way Molly meets a sinister stranger with a terrifying secret and her life is never the same again. The play ‘A Simple Tale of Love’ is a story about a woman who has lost not only her confidence but also herself along the way. She can’t let go of the past and she can’t face the present, in order to carry on she retreats further and further within, until she meets a man who re-ignites her lust for vitality, pleasure, salsa dancing and apple pies. Leave your rationality at home and enter a strange and mystical world, where things are not always as they seem – ‘be it man or beast, be this heaven or hell’. A dark farce – absurd in places, poignant in others; this is a tale of love and of how two become one, but also it explores the love of ones self, of ones dreams and is a metaphor for the reawakening of your deepest, darkest passion.
Fruit Salad Theatre Wed 1 9 2021 0:01 60 8 [Digital Stream] One pub. Two girls. Too many nights to forget. Fruity by name, fruity by nature… Fruit Salad follows Cherry and Peaches who became friends because of their unusual, fruity names; and went on to form a very close bond over the years. From their late teens until their late twenties, they meet at the same pub to catch up over cheap wine. Over the course of the play, their paths start to spiral away from each other, as they go through the challenges of university, relationship issues and one of them struggles with substance abuse and her mental health, which fractures their friendship. But can their bond pull them both through even the trickiest situations? Fruit Salad blends heartbreaking moments with humour to create a love story of sorts about an unlikely but beautiful friendship.
JUDAS Film Wed 1 9 2021 9:00 60 12 [Digital Stream] The Critic’s Choice Award winner for Best Original Script, JUDAS tells the story of the last days of Jesus Christ told in a way you’ve never heard before. After 2,000 years, Judas (Yes, that Judas) is finally ready to tell his side of the story. What really happened at that Passover dinner with Jesus? When Was Peter really that much of an asshole? JUDAS is a story of sex, sacrifice,and soulmates, but it is NOT your mother’s bible story!
Alexithymia Theatre Wed 1 9 2021 18:00 30 5 [Digital Stream] We follow the journey of Friend, a lost being who cannot understand their emotions, which has to their confusion caused their body to fragment. They need help in finding their way back to themselves. In order to learn the ways in which “we” feel, they will go on a sensorial exploration via the interaction of some new folks they meet along the way, in order to explore how our minds, create neurological connections through experience and memory.
The Relatives! Comedy Wed 1 9 2021 18:00 30 4 [Digital Stream] Recently featured on BBC Radio Lancashire. I have created my own little world of eccentric, comical and relatable characters based on my very own family members and real life experiences with them. I share with you all the funny and ridiculous things my relatives say and do through the world of audio. They just could not be made up. From a little, old, North Welsh lady who has had enough of Bread of Heaven, to an uptight Reverend who must keep up appearances, and to a Mum who just tries so hard to be ‘hip n happening’ but ultimately…. fails. Be transported to a world of giggles and light heartedness that we all need right now. These characters are lovable, hilarious and most of all relatable and real. Who I’m sure will remind you of your very own relatives. Hence the title. Written, produced and voiced by Sian Parry-Williams. With characters voiced by Maggie Wignall and James Reilly
At Home With Miss Angela Bra Comedy Wed 1 9 2021 19:00 60 6 Lock 91, Deansgate Locks, Castlefield, Manchester M1 5WZAngela Bra is a singer/songwriter, rising star on social media and part-time primary school music teacher. Featuring a selection of original songs and parodies adapted from the award winning 2020 show, Andy Quirk’s Parodies From The Peak District, expect silly puns, uplifting tunes and good clean fun for all. A drag-infused musical comedy of daftness and nonsense about being yourself to be enjoyed by anyone from 12 to 112. 
Annie and Angela’s Disco Divorce Party Comedy Wed 1 9 2021 21:00 60 6 Lock 91, Deansgate Locks, Castlefield, Manchester M1 5WZAnnie Sup and Angela Bra are housemates in their forties celebrating a new lease of life on the first anniversary of Angela’s divorce. Originally members of a 90’s girl band, Annie and Angela’s lives went their separate ways shortly after with Angela settling down and Annie touring Europe for twenty years as a techno DJ. This musical comedy show tracks their first post-lockdown night out together celebrating life and all it’s oddities. Hosts of anarchic online lockdown pub quiz, “Angela Bra’s Bonkers Quiz Night,” audiences can expect plenty of banter, chat and foot stomping tunes.
Alexithymia Theatre Thu 2 9 2021 18:00 30 5 [Digital Stream] We follow the journey of Friend, a lost being who cannot understand their emotions, which has to their confusion caused their body to fragment. They need help in finding their way back to themselves. In order to learn the ways in which “we” feel, they will go on a sensorial exploration via the interaction of some new folks they meet along the way, in order to explore how our minds, create neurological connections through experience and memory.
The Relatives! Comedy Thu 2 9 2021 18:00 30 4 [Digital Stream] Recently featured on BBC Radio Lancashire. I have created my own little world of eccentric, comical and relatable characters based on my very own family members and real life experiences with them. I share with you all the funny and ridiculous things my relatives say and do through the world of audio. They just could not be made up. From a little, old, North Welsh lady who has had enough of Bread of Heaven, to an uptight Reverend who must keep up appearances, and to a Mum who just tries so hard to be ‘hip n happening’ but ultimately…. fails. Be transported to a world of giggles and light heartedness that we all need right now. These characters are lovable, hilarious and most of all relatable and real. Who I’m sure will remind you of your very own relatives. Hence the title. Written, produced and voiced by Sian Parry-Williams. With characters voiced by Maggie Wignall and James Reilly
Bully Comedy Thu 2 9 2021 18:00 60 10 Tribeca, 50 Sackville St, Manchester M1 3WF What’s worse – being a bully or being bullied? In this debut hour, Thanyia Moore explores this question whilst talking about her childhood and how it’s impacted her adult life.
At Home With Miss Angela Bra Comedy Thu 2 9 2021 19:00 60 6 Lock 91, Deansgate Locks, Castlefield, Manchester M1 5WZAngela Bra is a singer/songwriter, rising star on social media and part-time primary school music teacher. Featuring a selection of original songs and parodies adapted from the award winning 2020 show, Andy Quirk’s Parodies From The Peak District, expect silly puns, uplifting tunes and good clean fun for all. A drag-infused musical comedy of daftness and nonsense about being yourself to be enjoyed by anyone from 12 to 112. 
Why I Am an Avocado Theatre Thu 2 9 2021 19:30 60 10 The Empty Space, 50 Kansas Ave, Salford M50 2GLFragments of queer narratives, characters and confessions tie together with the question we all ask: what makes me an avocado? Am I ripe? Do I come in a pair with unnecessary plastic protecting me from squeezing hands? Or am I just a soft single, left in the corner, destined to be part of the never ending food waste? There might be an answer. There probably won’t be. But, we’ll definitely need your help.
Annie and Angela’s Disco Divorce Party Comedy Thu 2 9 2021 21:00 60 6 Lock 91, Deansgate Locks, Castlefield, Manchester M1 5WZAnnie Sup and Angela Bra are housemates in their forties celebrating a new lease of life on the first anniversary of Angela’s divorce. Originally members of a 90’s girl band, Annie and Angela’s lives went their separate ways shortly after with Angela settling down and Annie touring Europe for twenty years as a techno DJ. This musical comedy show tracks their first post-lockdown night out together celebrating life and all it’s oddities. Hosts of anarchic online lockdown pub quiz, “Angela Bra’s Bonkers Quiz Night,” audiences can expect plenty of banter, chat and foot stomping tunes.
The Tale of Maggoty Johnson Theatre Fri 3 9 2021 17:30 60 8 The Empty Space, 50 Kansas Ave, Salford M50 2GLThe Tale of Maggoty Johnson is a theatrical performance that blurs the line between a biography and a fantasy fable, following the life of the last working jester in Britain, Samuel “Maggoty” Johnson. With a nickname that follows him like an unwelcome shadow, born from his reflection and his mind, we travel alongside Maggoty as he falls in love with the freeing and expressive nature of performance. Inspired by the storytellers of yesteryear (or should we say jester year), we employ historical techniques – verse, song, and allusions to folklore – with a heaping helping of the absurd and surreal.
Alexithymia Theatre Fri 3 9 2021 18:00 30 5 [Digital Stream] We follow the journey of Friend, a lost being who cannot understand their emotions, which has to their confusion caused their body to fragment. They need help in finding their way back to themselves. In order to learn the ways in which “we” feel, they will go on a sensorial exploration via the interaction of some new folks they meet along the way, in order to explore how our minds, create neurological connections through experience and memory.
The Relatives! Comedy Fri 3 9 2021 18:00 30 4 [Digital Stream] Recently featured on BBC Radio Lancashire. I have created my own little world of eccentric, comical and relatable characters based on my very own family members and real life experiences with them. I share with you all the funny and ridiculous things my relatives say and do through the world of audio. They just could not be made up. From a little, old, North Welsh lady who has had enough of Bread of Heaven, to an uptight Reverend who must keep up appearances, and to a Mum who just tries so hard to be ‘hip n happening’ but ultimately…. fails. Be transported to a world of giggles and light heartedness that we all need right now. These characters are lovable, hilarious and most of all relatable and real. Who I’m sure will remind you of your very own relatives. Hence the title. Written, produced and voiced by Sian Parry-Williams. With characters voiced by Maggie Wignall and James Reilly
Bully Comedy Fri 3 9 2021 18:00 60 10 Tribeca, 50 Sackville St, Manchester M1 3WF What’s worse – being a bully or being bullied? In this debut hour, Thanyia Moore explores this question whilst talking about her childhood and how it’s impacted her adult life.
Subdural Hematoma Theatre Fri 3 9 2021 19:30 60 8 Salford Arts Theatre, Kemsing Walk, Off Tunbridge Square, Liverpool St, Salford M5 4BS.Subdural Hematoma is the story of several people’s journey through a brain injury and a celebration of what lies ahead on the other side. Mixing the voices of her parents with tragic and, at times, highly comedic moments- you will not know if you are supposed to laugh or cry. Hell, go ahead and do both. Let us submerge ourselves in the lighter side of a debilitating, severe, life changing head injury and emerge… well not that different really, but being able to pronounce subdural hematoma so that’s something.
Why I Am an Avocado Theatre Fri 3 9 2021 19:30 60 10 The Empty Space, 50 Kansas Ave, Salford M50 2GLFragments of queer narratives, characters and confessions tie together with the question we all ask: what makes me an avocado? Am I ripe? Do I come in a pair with unnecessary plastic protecting me from squeezing hands? Or am I just a soft single, left in the corner, destined to be part of the never ending food waste? There might be an answer. There probably won’t be. But, we’ll definitely need your help.
Proper Adult Theatre Fri 3 9 2021 20:00 45 5 Altrincham Garrick Playhouse – Lauriston Studio, Barrington Rd, Altrincham WA14 1HZ‘What is it about being an adult that means your soul has to basically die?’ A humorous and poignant one woman show about coming of age and how to successfully ‘adult’, even if you’re not ready to. Rachel has recently joined the career ladder, as a waitress at TGIs. What with her high flying career and recently turning 18, she is ready to put her childish ways aside and become a successful adult. However, she might need a little help along the way.
The Tale of Maggoty Johnson Theatre Fri 3 9 2021 21:30 60 8 The Empty Space, 50 Kansas Ave, Salford M50 2GLThe Tale of Maggoty Johnson is a theatrical performance that blurs the line between a biography and a fantasy fable, following the life of the last working jester in Britain, Samuel “Maggoty” Johnson. With a nickname that follows him like an unwelcome shadow, born from his reflection and his mind, we travel alongside Maggoty as he falls in love with the freeing and expressive nature of performance. Inspired by the storytellers of yesteryear (or should we say jester year), we employ historical techniques – verse, song, and allusions to folklore – with a heaping helping of the absurd and surreal.
Harriet, Harry & The Pirates Theatre Sat 4 9 2021 14:00 120 0 Parr Fold Park Bandstand, Walkden Rd, Walkden, Worsley, Manchester M28 7EAIf there was ever an award for ‘Least Likely to be a Pirate’ it would definitely go to Harriet Pippin. But somehow, little Harriet has managed to get aboard NOT ONE but TWO Pirate ships. It is now up to her, to find the treasure, stop three rival pirate gangs from fighting each other and still get home in time for her Mum’s beef stew! Join Death By Pie for a swashbuckling, family adventure filled with live, original music, audience interaction and slapstick comedy. This Production is a family friendly, outdoor theatre show produced by award winning theatre company Death By Pie. These shows will operate on a PAY WHAT YOU CAN AFFORD format via donation on site or via Paypal. Writer Nathan Smith comments: ‘After the last 18 months we’ve just had, I think it’s time to sit back, leave the modern worries behind and lose yourself in the Pirate world. Harriet, Harry & The Pirates is a celebration of a child’s imagination.’ Note: Audience should bring their own blankets/chairs/etc and be prepared for rain, wind or sunshine!
The Tale of Maggoty Johnson Theatre Sat 4 9 2021 14:30 60 8 The Empty Space, 50 Kansas Ave, Salford M50 2GLThe Tale of Maggoty Johnson is a theatrical performance that blurs the line between a biography and a fantasy fable, following the life of the last working jester in Britain, Samuel “Maggoty” Johnson. With a nickname that follows him like an unwelcome shadow, born from his reflection and his mind, we travel alongside Maggoty as he falls in love with the freeing and expressive nature of performance. Inspired by the storytellers of yesteryear (or should we say jester year), we employ historical techniques – verse, song, and allusions to folklore – with a heaping helping of the absurd and surreal.
Alexithymia Theatre Sat 4 9 2021 18:00 30 5 [Digital Stream] We follow the journey of Friend, a lost being who cannot understand their emotions, which has to their confusion caused their body to fragment. They need help in finding their way back to themselves. In order to learn the ways in which “we” feel, they will go on a sensorial exploration via the interaction of some new folks they meet along the way, in order to explore how our minds, create neurological connections through experience and memory.
The Relatives! Comedy Sat 4 9 2021 18:00 30 4 [Digital Stream] Recently featured on BBC Radio Lancashire. I have created my own little world of eccentric, comical and relatable characters based on my very own family members and real life experiences with them. I share with you all the funny and ridiculous things my relatives say and do through the world of audio. They just could not be made up. From a little, old, North Welsh lady who has had enough of Bread of Heaven, to an uptight Reverend who must keep up appearances, and to a Mum who just tries so hard to be ‘hip n happening’ but ultimately…. fails. Be transported to a world of giggles and light heartedness that we all need right now. These characters are lovable, hilarious and most of all relatable and real. Who I’m sure will remind you of your very own relatives. Hence the title. Written, produced and voiced by Sian Parry-Williams. With characters voiced by Maggie Wignall and James Reilly
A Night at the Musicals with Classic Brit Award Nominee Thomas CameronMusic Sat 4 9 2021 19:30 60 10 Salford Arts Theatre, Kemsing Walk, Off Tunbridge Square, Liverpool St, Salford M5 4BS.‘Singing sensation’ Thomas Cameron is a Classic Brit Award-nominated, chart-topping young English tenor, whose powerful voice has been described as having velvet-like qualities and is making waves in the world of classical music. Performing the hits from the world of musical theatre, classical and contemporary music, Thomas has blown away audiences internationally with his critically acclaimed show. Join Thomas and his pianist for a breathtaking performance of his BBC featured debut album, including his Broadway number one single, Bring Him Home, the well-loved Moon River and some of musical theatre’s biggest songs.
Why I Am an Avocado Theatre Sat 4 9 2021 19:30 60 10 The Empty Space, 50 Kansas Ave, Salford M50 2GLFragments of queer narratives, characters and confessions tie together with the question we all ask: what makes me an avocado? Am I ripe? Do I come in a pair with unnecessary plastic protecting me from squeezing hands? Or am I just a soft single, left in the corner, destined to be part of the never ending food waste? There might be an answer. There probably won’t be. But, we’ll definitely need your help.
Proper Adult Theatre Sat 4 9 2021 20:00 45 5 Altrincham Garrick Playhouse – Lauriston Studio, Barrington Rd, Altrincham WA14 1HZ‘What is it about being an adult that means your soul has to basically die?’ A humorous and poignant one woman show about coming of age and how to successfully ‘adult’, even if you’re not ready to. Rachel has recently joined the career ladder, as a waitress at TGIs. What with her high flying career and recently turning 18, she is ready to put her childish ways aside and become a successful adult. However, she might need a little help along the way.
Harriet, Harry & The Pirates Theatre Sun 5 9 2021 14:00 120 0 Parr Fold Park Bandstand, Walkden Rd, Walkden, Worsley, Manchester M28 7EAIf there was ever an award for ‘Least Likely to be a Pirate’ it would definitely go to Harriet Pippin. But somehow, little Harriet has managed to get aboard NOT ONE but TWO Pirate ships. It is now up to her, to find the treasure, stop three rival pirate gangs from fighting each other and still get home in time for her Mum’s beef stew! Join Death By Pie for a swashbuckling, family adventure filled with live, original music, audience interaction and slapstick comedy. This Production is a family friendly, outdoor theatre show produced by award winning theatre company Death By Pie. These shows will operate on a PAY WHAT YOU CAN AFFORD format via donation on site or via Paypal. Writer Nathan Smith comments: ‘After the last 18 months we’ve just had, I think it’s time to sit back, leave the modern worries behind and lose yourself in the Pirate world. Harriet, Harry & The Pirates is a celebration of a child’s imagination.’ Note: Audience should bring their own blankets/chairs/etc and be prepared for rain, wind or sunshine!
The Neat Freak Theatre Sun 5 9 2021 17:00 60 10 Salford Arts Theatre, Kemsing Walk, Off Tunbridge Square, Liverpool St, Salford M5 4BS.“Arranging and rearranging my books from shortest to tallest, tallest to shortest, from ABC to 123 — try again seven times more — it just isn’t right, do it once more before all human life ceases to exist.” Meg is a normal person with a normal life – apart from one small detail; she has these secret little habits that she has to do in order to keep things right, to keep things safe. And if she doesn’t do them then it feels like her life as she knows it will fall apart. Created by Moon House Theatre, The Neat Freak is a modern Greek tragedy that follows one woman’s story of what happens when the thoughts in your head take centre stage.
Alexithymia Theatre Sun 5 9 2021 18:00 30 5 [Digital Stream] We follow the journey of Friend, a lost being who cannot understand their emotions, which has to their confusion caused their body to fragment. They need help in finding their way back to themselves. In order to learn the ways in which “we” feel, they will go on a sensorial exploration via the interaction of some new folks they meet along the way, in order to explore how our minds, create neurological connections through experience and memory.
The Relatives! Comedy Sun 5 9 2021 18:00 30 4 [Digital Stream] Recently featured on BBC Radio Lancashire. I have created my own little world of eccentric, comical and relatable characters based on my very own family members and real life experiences with them. I share with you all the funny and ridiculous things my relatives say and do through the world of audio. They just could not be made up. From a little, old, North Welsh lady who has had enough of Bread of Heaven, to an uptight Reverend who must keep up appearances, and to a Mum who just tries so hard to be ‘hip n happening’ but ultimately…. fails. Be transported to a world of giggles and light heartedness that we all need right now. These characters are lovable, hilarious and most of all relatable and real. Who I’m sure will remind you of your very own relatives. Hence the title. Written, produced and voiced by Sian Parry-Williams. With characters voiced by Maggie Wignall and James Reilly
Leaving Vietnam Theatre Sun 5 9 2021 19:00 60 10 The Kings Arms, Bloom St, Salford M3 6AJ Jimmy Vandenberg works in his garage in downtown Detroit, fixing the ‘old beauties’ from his youth – the Mustangs and the Thunderbirds. But Jimmy is a troubled guy as he prepares to return to Vietnam where he served more than fifty years ago. It’s as if part of him never left; so he’s going back to lay to rest the ghosts of his past. Leaving Vietnam is the new one man show by Richard Vergette, the award winning playwright whose previous work in Manchester includes As We Forgive Them and An Englishman’s Home.
Why I Am an Avocado Theatre Sun 5 9 2021 19:30 60 10 The Empty Space, 50 Kansas Ave, Salford M50 2GLFragments of queer narratives, characters and confessions tie together with the question we all ask: what makes me an avocado? Am I ripe? Do I come in a pair with unnecessary plastic protecting me from squeezing hands? Or am I just a soft single, left in the corner, destined to be part of the never ending food waste? There might be an answer. There probably won’t be. But, we’ll definitely need your help.
Alexithymia Theatre Mon 6 9 2021 18:00 30 5 [Digital Stream] We follow the journey of Friend, a lost being who cannot understand their emotions, which has to their confusion caused their body to fragment. They need help in finding their way back to themselves. In order to learn the ways in which “we” feel, they will go on a sensorial exploration via the interaction of some new folks they meet along the way, in order to explore how our minds, create neurological connections through experience and memory.
Leaving Vietnam Theatre Mon 6 9 2021 19:00 60 10 The Kings Arms, Bloom St, Salford M3 6AJ Jimmy Vandenberg works in his garage in downtown Detroit, fixing the ‘old beauties’ from his youth – the Mustangs and the Thunderbirds. But Jimmy is a troubled guy as he prepares to return to Vietnam where he served more than fifty years ago. It’s as if part of him never left; so he’s going back to lay to rest the ghosts of his past. Leaving Vietnam is the new one man show by Richard Vergette, the award winning playwright whose previous work in Manchester includes As We Forgive Them and An Englishman’s Home.
Toxic – Play Theatre Mon 6 9 2021 19:30 90 8 Altrincham Garrick Playhouse – Lauriston Studio, Barrington Rd, Altrincham WA14 1HZSuicide is the biggest killer of men under 45. Toxic follows two men and the circumstances which have caused them to spiral. Andy discovers his husband has been having an affair. Stuck in a soul-crushing job, his lifejacket of love was the only thing keeping him afloat. His best friend James is a man’s man, who uses gags to disguise his vulnerability. Will the toxic culture of silence and stoicism swallow them too? Or by opening the conversation, can they escape the clutch of their demons? Their lives are not the only lives at stake.
Alexithymia Theatre Tue 7 9 2021 18:00 30 5 [Digital Stream] We follow the journey of Friend, a lost being who cannot understand their emotions, which has to their confusion caused their body to fragment. They need help in finding their way back to themselves. In order to learn the ways in which “we” feel, they will go on a sensorial exploration via the interaction of some new folks they meet along the way, in order to explore how our minds, create neurological connections through experience and memory.
Saucy Jack and the Space Vixens Musical Tue 7 9 2021 18:00 150 12 Tribeca, 50 Sackville St, Manchester M1 3WF As the audience settle back for an evening of cosmic cabaret, all is not well at Saucy Jack’s… The evil shadow of a serial killer looms over the bar; the acts are being killed off one by one, found stabbed by the heel of a sequinned slingback shoe. Can the Space Vixens, intergalactic agents of justice and style, crack the case and save the day? Saucy Jack and the Space Vixens is an immersive musical comedy experience packed with bawdy innuendo, catchy songs and a colourful spectrum of characters. Part Rocky Horror, part Charlie’s Angels and all hilarious! This former West End show is making its long overdue debut in Manchester’s Gay Village.
Toxic – Play Theatre Tue 7 9 2021 19:30 90 8 Altrincham Garrick Playhouse – Lauriston Studio, Barrington Rd, Altrincham WA14 1HZSuicide is the biggest killer of men under 45. Toxic follows two men and the circumstances which have caused them to spiral. Andy discovers his husband has been having an affair. Stuck in a soul-crushing job, his lifejacket of love was the only thing keeping him afloat. His best friend James is a man’s man, who uses gags to disguise his vulnerability. Will the toxic culture of silence and stoicism swallow them too? Or by opening the conversation, can they escape the clutch of their demons? Their lives are not the only lives at stake.
Three Way Theatre Tue 7 9 2021 19:30 60 12 The Empty Space, 50 Kansas Ave, Salford M50 2GLAs we move forward into what we hope is a more inclusive and embracing world, the B of LGBTQ+ is still regularly left silent, particularly when it comes to men. ‘Three Way’ explores some of the many misconceptions about bisexual men, whether they really exist, whether they are as promiscuous as the internet says, and whether they can even be trusted. ‘Three Way’ is a collection of three monologues, two from the point of view of bisexual men, Michael and Guy, and one from Clara, the daughter of a bisexual father. Collectively these monologues explore topics of identity, regret, shame and love across a spectrum of life experiences and ask the questions ‘is it ever too late to accept who you are’, ‘is there ever room for ethics in a relationship based on physical touch’, and ‘do we ever really forget the ones who hurt us first?’ Split Infinitive is a Midlands based theatre company creating original, intimate and engaging pieces of theatre. Three Way is their premiere solo tour following the success of their BBC Radio broadcast of Over Time.
Alexithymia Theatre Wed 8 9 2021 18:00 30 5 [Digital Stream] We follow the journey of Friend, a lost being who cannot understand their emotions, which has to their confusion caused their body to fragment. They need help in finding their way back to themselves. In order to learn the ways in which “we” feel, they will go on a sensorial exploration via the interaction of some new folks they meet along the way, in order to explore how our minds, create neurological connections through experience and memory.
Saucy Jack and the Space Vixens Musical Wed 8 9 2021 18:00 150 12 Tribeca, 50 Sackville St, Manchester M1 3WF As the audience settle back for an evening of cosmic cabaret, all is not well at Saucy Jack’s… The evil shadow of a serial killer looms over the bar; the acts are being killed off one by one, found stabbed by the heel of a sequinned slingback shoe. Can the Space Vixens, intergalactic agents of justice and style, crack the case and save the day? Saucy Jack and the Space Vixens is an immersive musical comedy experience packed with bawdy innuendo, catchy songs and a colourful spectrum of characters. Part Rocky Horror, part Charlie’s Angels and all hilarious! This former West End show is making its long overdue debut in Manchester’s Gay Village.
Three Way Theatre Wed 8 9 2021 19:30 60 12 The Empty Space, 50 Kansas Ave, Salford M50 2GLAs we move forward into what we hope is a more inclusive and embracing world, the B of LGBTQ+ is still regularly left silent, particularly when it comes to men. ‘Three Way’ explores some of the many misconceptions about bisexual men, whether they really exist, whether they are as promiscuous as the internet says, and whether they can even be trusted. ‘Three Way’ is a collection of three monologues, two from the point of view of bisexual men, Michael and Guy, and one from Clara, the daughter of a bisexual father. Collectively these monologues explore topics of identity, regret, shame and love across a spectrum of life experiences and ask the questions ‘is it ever too late to accept who you are’, ‘is there ever room for ethics in a relationship based on physical touch’, and ‘do we ever really forget the ones who hurt us first?’ Split Infinitive is a Midlands based theatre company creating original, intimate and engaging pieces of theatre. Three Way is their premiere solo tour following the success of their BBC Radio broadcast of Over Time.
Recall Theatre Wed 8 9 2021 20:00 60 10 The Peer Hat, Marlsboro House, 52 Newton St, Manchester M1 1EDThis immersive theatrical experience juxtaposes a party atmosphere with a dark, sombre and, at times, unsettling plot. Sophie has organised a surprise 80’s party for her parents and you are invited! The party flashes back and forward in time from 1989 to the present exploring different character’s memories of what happened that night when Alex met Nick. Each flashback gives clues that unleash a terrible secret, a mystery unraveling, a night some would rather forget. If Alex and Nick are to continue their relationship they need to tackle the demons from the past.
Alexithymia Theatre Thu 9 9 2021 18:00 30 5 [Digital Stream] We follow the journey of Friend, a lost being who cannot understand their emotions, which has to their confusion caused their body to fragment. They need help in finding their way back to themselves. In order to learn the ways in which “we” feel, they will go on a sensorial exploration via the interaction of some new folks they meet along the way, in order to explore how our minds, create neurological connections through experience and memory.
Saucy Jack and the Space Vixens Musical Thu 9 9 2021 18:00 150 12 Tribeca, 50 Sackville St, Manchester M1 3WF As the audience settle back for an evening of cosmic cabaret, all is not well at Saucy Jack’s… The evil shadow of a serial killer looms over the bar; the acts are being killed off one by one, found stabbed by the heel of a sequinned slingback shoe. Can the Space Vixens, intergalactic agents of justice and style, crack the case and save the day? Saucy Jack and the Space Vixens is an immersive musical comedy experience packed with bawdy innuendo, catchy songs and a colourful spectrum of characters. Part Rocky Horror, part Charlie’s Angels and all hilarious! This former West End show is making its long overdue debut in Manchester’s Gay Village.
Toxic – Play Theatre Thu 9 9 2021 19:30 90 8 Altrincham Garrick Playhouse – Lauriston Studio, Barrington Rd, Altrincham WA14 1HZSuicide is the biggest killer of men under 45. Toxic follows two men and the circumstances which have caused them to spiral. Andy discovers his husband has been having an affair. Stuck in a soul-crushing job, his lifejacket of love was the only thing keeping him afloat. His best friend James is a man’s man, who uses gags to disguise his vulnerability. Will the toxic culture of silence and stoicism swallow them too? Or by opening the conversation, can they escape the clutch of their demons? Their lives are not the only lives at stake.
Three Way Theatre Thu 9 9 2021 19:30 60 12 The Empty Space, 50 Kansas Ave, Salford M50 2GLAs we move forward into what we hope is a more inclusive and embracing world, the B of LGBTQ+ is still regularly left silent, particularly when it comes to men. ‘Three Way’ explores some of the many misconceptions about bisexual men, whether they really exist, whether they are as promiscuous as the internet says, and whether they can even be trusted. ‘Three Way’ is a collection of three monologues, two from the point of view of bisexual men, Michael and Guy, and one from Clara, the daughter of a bisexual father. Collectively these monologues explore topics of identity, regret, shame and love across a spectrum of life experiences and ask the questions ‘is it ever too late to accept who you are’, ‘is there ever room for ethics in a relationship based on physical touch’, and ‘do we ever really forget the ones who hurt us first?’ Split Infinitive is a Midlands based theatre company creating original, intimate and engaging pieces of theatre. Three Way is their premiere solo tour following the success of their BBC Radio broadcast of Over Time.
Esther Manito: #NotAllMen Comedy Thu 9 9 2021 20:00 60 5 Salford Arts Theatre, Kemsing Walk, Off Tunbridge Square, Liverpool St, Salford M5 4BS.Esther Manito brings you her award winning brand-new stand-up hour ‘#NotAllMen’ after a successful and critically acclaimed award nominated 2019 show. Esther’s biographical show takes you back to the 90’s: lad mags, calling landlines, the vast amount of cock n ball graffiti and trying to imagine what she should ever hope for from a future spouse!?!?! Being told by the media around her that her middle eastern heritage was filled with misogynistic men compared to western fellas, yet Nuts magagazine seemed to give a very different message….
Recall Theatre Thu 9 9 2021 20:00 60 10 The Peer Hat, Marlsboro House, 52 Newton St, Manchester M1 1EDThis immersive theatrical experience juxtaposes a party atmosphere with a dark, sombre and, at times, unsettling plot. Sophie has organised a surprise 80’s party for her parents and you are invited! The party flashes back and forward in time from 1989 to the present exploring different character’s memories of what happened that night when Alex met Nick. Each flashback gives clues that unleash a terrible secret, a mystery unraveling, a night some would rather forget. If Alex and Nick are to continue their relationship they need to tackle the demons from the past.
ConeBoy Theatre Fri 10 9 2021 15:00 70 10 Antwerp Mansion, Wilmslow Rd, Rusholme, Manchester M14 5LWConeBoy is a music, spoken-word, and drama show from writer and musician Clive Parker-Sharp – CONEBOY The Punk Rock musical. Clive was at the forefront in the British punk movement, with such bands as Spizz Energi, Athletico Spizz 80, The Members, and a founder member of 80’s rockers Big Country. Also playing with Jesus and Mary Chain spinoff The Expressway, and collaborations with art rocker Marshall Star. As an author he brings his second book alive, the semi-autobiographical ConeBoy, with collaborator, actor/singer Marshall Star in a funny, poignant and cutting take on the media from the 70’s to now, via the lens of a boy made famous because of his appearance. A book event like no other! Followed by Q&A and book-signing.
Alexithymia Theatre Fri 10 9 2021 18:00 30 5 [Digital Stream] We follow the journey of Friend, a lost being who cannot understand their emotions, which has to their confusion caused their body to fragment. They need help in finding their way back to themselves. In order to learn the ways in which “we” feel, they will go on a sensorial exploration via the interaction of some new folks they meet along the way, in order to explore how our minds, create neurological connections through experience and memory.
Saucy Jack and the Space Vixens Musical Fri 10 9 2021 18:00 150 12 Tribeca, 50 Sackville St, Manchester M1 3WF As the audience settle back for an evening of cosmic cabaret, all is not well at Saucy Jack’s… The evil shadow of a serial killer looms over the bar; the acts are being killed off one by one, found stabbed by the heel of a sequinned slingback shoe. Can the Space Vixens, intergalactic agents of justice and style, crack the case and save the day? Saucy Jack and the Space Vixens is an immersive musical comedy experience packed with bawdy innuendo, catchy songs and a colourful spectrum of characters. Part Rocky Horror, part Charlie’s Angels and all hilarious! This former West End show is making its long overdue debut in Manchester’s Gay Village.
Dressing Up Dietrich Theatre Fri 10 9 2021 19:00 60 10 The Kings Arms, Bloom St, Salford M3 6AJ Patricia’s coming out… of Marlene Dietrich’s suitcase! With the all-important wig, the songs and suits, the sequins and suspenders. Comic and poignant solo cabaret. Fast-moving – like Dietrich’s long line of lovers. She brings cross-dressing Marlene to life before your very eyes. Hear about Patricia’s adventures on tour with a legend, and some back stage secrets … And meet the woman who was way ahead of her time, bisexual icon who answered to nobody – not even Adolf Hitler! Award-winning writer and performer brings you ‘glamour, sex – and a penchant for men’s clothing …’ Yes, trailblazing Patricia and Marlene are up-and-running again!
Lydia Theatre Fri 10 9 2021 19:30 50 12 [Digital Stream] Lydia has come from nothing and enters a family of three. She is gifted. Articulate. New. High hopes are placed on her future. And yet she never reaches her destination. Lydia is a story of a young woman growing up, shaped entirely by the voices around her. Told by an unseen presence, able to only whisper but not change anything, Chalk Roots Theatre bring to life Simina Pitur’s debut audio drama; exploring how and why people end up living lives they never wanted to – and what it takes to rediscover the path forgotten.
Three Way Theatre Fri 10 9 2021 19:30 60 12 The Empty Space, 50 Kansas Ave, Salford M50 2GLAs we move forward into what we hope is a more inclusive and embracing world, the B of LGBTQ+ is still regularly left silent, particularly when it comes to men. ‘Three Way’ explores some of the many misconceptions about bisexual men, whether they really exist, whether they are as promiscuous as the internet says, and whether they can even be trusted. ‘Three Way’ is a collection of three monologues, two from the point of view of bisexual men, Michael and Guy, and one from Clara, the daughter of a bisexual father. Collectively these monologues explore topics of identity, regret, shame and love across a spectrum of life experiences and ask the questions ‘is it ever too late to accept who you are’, ‘is there ever room for ethics in a relationship based on physical touch’, and ‘do we ever really forget the ones who hurt us first?’ Split Infinitive is a Midlands based theatre company creating original, intimate and engaging pieces of theatre. Three Way is their premiere solo tour following the success of their BBC Radio broadcast of Over Time.
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ConeBoy Theatre Fri 10 9 2021 20:00 70 10 Antwerp Mansion, Wilmslow Rd, Rusholme, Manchester M14 5LWConeBoy is a music, spoken-word, and drama show from writer and musician Clive Parker-Sharp – CONEBOY The Punk Rock musical. Clive was at the forefront in the British punk movement, with such bands as Spizz Energi, Athletico Spizz 80, The Members, and a founder member of 80’s rockers Big Country. Also playing with Jesus and Mary Chain spinoff The Expressway, and collaborations with art rocker Marshall Star. As an author he brings his second book alive, the semi-autobiographical ConeBoy, with collaborator, actor/singer Marshall Star in a funny, poignant and cutting take on the media from the 70’s to now, via the lens of a boy made famous because of his appearance. A book event like no other! Followed by Q&A and book-signing.
Recall Theatre Fri 10 9 2021 20:00 60 10 The Peer Hat, Marlsboro House, 52 Newton St, Manchester M1 1EDThis immersive theatrical experience juxtaposes a party atmosphere with a dark, sombre and, at times, unsettling plot. Sophie has organised a surprise 80’s party for her parents and you are invited! The party flashes back and forward in time from 1989 to the present exploring different character’s memories of what happened that night when Alex met Nick. Each flashback gives clues that unleash a terrible secret, a mystery unraveling, a night some would rather forget. If Alex and Nick are to continue their relationship they need to tackle the demons from the past.
These Awkward Questions Spoken Word Sat 11 9 2021 9:00 60 0 [Digital Stream] Utilising poetry, soft drinks and a bag of relics from past experiences, Dean Tsang brings a lyrical collection of answers to some of the awkward questions asked on both a societal and personal level.
Saucy Jack and the Space Vixens Musical Sat 11 9 2021 17:00 150 12 Tribeca, 50 Sackville St, Manchester M1 3WF As the audience settle back for an evening of cosmic cabaret, all is not well at Saucy Jack’s… The evil shadow of a serial killer looms over the bar; the acts are being killed off one by one, found stabbed by the heel of a sequinned slingback shoe. Can the Space Vixens, intergalactic agents of justice and style, crack the case and save the day? Saucy Jack and the Space Vixens is an immersive musical comedy experience packed with bawdy innuendo, catchy songs and a colourful spectrum of characters. Part Rocky Horror, part Charlie’s Angels and all hilarious! This former West End show is making its long overdue debut in Manchester’s Gay Village.
Alexithymia Theatre Sat 11 9 2021 18:00 30 5 [Digital Stream] We follow the journey of Friend, a lost being who cannot understand their emotions, which has to their confusion caused their body to fragment. They need help in finding their way back to themselves. In order to learn the ways in which “we” feel, they will go on a sensorial exploration via the interaction of some new folks they meet along the way, in order to explore how our minds, create neurological connections through experience and memory.
Your Playground Voice is Gone By Libby Hall Theatre Sat 11 9 2021 19:00 60 8 Salford Arts Theatre, Kemsing Walk, Off Tunbridge Square, Liverpool St, Salford M5 4BS.“Miss Polly had a dolly and its head popped off” On a rainy afternoon, at a fly tip in the woods, an eclectic group of teenagers are catapulted head first into the unknown territory of adulthood. Events unfold that will change the course of their lives forever, friendships are tested and secrets are exposed. As they try to cling to the last shards of their innocence, it becomes clear that ‘growing up’ is not as great as they thought. A dark and humorous hour long play about friendship and loss of innocence.
Three Way Theatre Sat 11 9 2021 19:30 60 12 The Empty Space, 50 Kansas Ave, Salford M50 2GLAs we move forward into what we hope is a more inclusive and embracing world, the B of LGBTQ+ is still regularly left silent, particularly when it comes to men. ‘Three Way’ explores some of the many misconceptions about bisexual men, whether they really exist, whether they are as promiscuous as the internet says, and whether they can even be trusted. ‘Three Way’ is a collection of three monologues, two from the point of view of bisexual men, Michael and Guy, and one from Clara, the daughter of a bisexual father. Collectively these monologues explore topics of identity, regret, shame and love across a spectrum of life experiences and ask the questions ‘is it ever too late to accept who you are’, ‘is there ever room for ethics in a relationship based on physical touch’, and ‘do we ever really forget the ones who hurt us first?’ Split Infinitive is a Midlands based theatre company creating original, intimate and engaging pieces of theatre. Three Way is their premiere solo tour following the success of their BBC Radio broadcast of Over Time.
3 (Not So) Wise Men! Starring… Comedy Sun 12 9 2021 14:00 60 0 Tribeca, 50 Sackville St, Manchester M1 3WF 3 (Not So)Wise Men from Liverpool with 3 different acts – Musical, Character and Observational combine into a comedy treat for all. Dickie Dido -the Liverpudlain plumber to the rich and famous with stories about Elton John, George Michael and more. Henry Churniavsky from a Jewish perspective- discusses, getting out of lockdown (no more Jewish zoom calls) to Gwyneth Paltrow’s porn to surgical procedures – No they are not connected. Johnny T. GRRR –describes himself as a ‘musical comedian’ as it sounds a lot nicer than ‘failed musician.’ The self-proclaimed rockstar of comedy will blow your mind…He will rock you. We as a group will cover it all and a lot more. Henry Churniavsky -2019 Not So New Comedian of the Year Semi-finalist- London. Dickie Dido- Plumber to the rich and famous -2020 winner of Bongos Bingo Show Talent & the Na-Nite Show talent competition with Angelos & Barry. Johnny T.Grrr from the famous Lancashire Hotpots who are a comedy folk band from St. Helens. Tonight Johnny strikes out on his own with his own unique brand of comedy and music.
Your Playground Voice is Gone By Libby Hall Theatre Sun 12 9 2021 17:00 60 8 Salford Arts Theatre, Kemsing Walk, Off Tunbridge Square, Liverpool St, Salford M5 4BS.“Miss Polly had a dolly and its head popped off” On a rainy afternoon, at a fly tip in the woods, an eclectic group of teenagers are catapulted head first into the unknown territory of adulthood. Events unfold that will change the course of their lives forever, friendships are tested and secrets are exposed. As they try to cling to the last shards of their innocence, it becomes clear that ‘growing up’ is not as great as they thought. A dark and humorous hour long play about friendship and loss of innocence.
Alexithymia Theatre Sun 12 9 2021 18:00 30 5 [Digital Stream] We follow the journey of Friend, a lost being who cannot understand their emotions, which has to their confusion caused their body to fragment. They need help in finding their way back to themselves. In order to learn the ways in which “we” feel, they will go on a sensorial exploration via the interaction of some new folks they meet along the way, in order to explore how our minds, create neurological connections through experience and memory.
Failure Studies Theatre Sun 12 9 2021 19:00 90 10 The Kings Arms, Bloom St, Salford M3 6AJ Three absurd, comical and tragic characters explore the theme of failure in the office of an academic journal on…well, failure. Our society constantly reassures us that failure is an intermediate stage in a process that eventually leads us to success and happiness. We want to test how truthful this is: if we keep trying, do we fail better, or do we fail ‘worse’?
3 (Not So) Wise Men! Starring… Comedy Sun 12 9 2021 19:00 60 0 Tribeca, 50 Sackville St, Manchester M1 3WF 3 (Not So)Wise Men from Liverpool with 3 different acts – Musical, Character and Observational combine into a comedy treat for all. Dickie Dido -the Liverpudlain plumber to the rich and famous with stories about Elton John, George Michael and more. Henry Churniavsky from a Jewish perspective- discusses, getting out of lockdown (no more Jewish zoom calls) to Gwyneth Paltrow’s porn to surgical procedures – No they are not connected. Johnny T. GRRR –describes himself as a ‘musical comedian’ as it sounds a lot nicer than ‘failed musician.’ The self-proclaimed rockstar of comedy will blow your mind…He will rock you. We as a group will cover it all and a lot more. Henry Churniavsky -2019 Not So New Comedian of the Year Semi-finalist- London. Dickie Dido- Plumber to the rich and famous -2020 winner of Bongos Bingo Show Talent & the Na-Nite Show talent competition with Angelos & Barry. Johnny T.Grrr from the famous Lancashire Hotpots who are a comedy folk band from St. Helens. Tonight Johnny strikes out on his own with his own unique brand of comedy and music.
Lydia Theatre Sun 12 9 2021 19:30 50 12 [Digital Stream] Lydia has come from nothing and enters a family of three. She is gifted. Articulate. New. High hopes are placed on her future. And yet she never reaches her destination. Lydia is a story of a young woman growing up, shaped entirely by the voices around her. Told by an unseen presence, able to only whisper but not change anything, Chalk Roots Theatre bring to life Simina Pitur’s debut audio drama; exploring how and why people end up living lives they never wanted to – and what it takes to rediscover the path forgotten.
Alexithymia Theatre Mon 13 9 2021 18:00 30 5 [Digital Stream] We follow the journey of Friend, a lost being who cannot understand their emotions, which has to their confusion caused their body to fragment. They need help in finding their way back to themselves. In order to learn the ways in which “we” feel, they will go on a sensorial exploration via the interaction of some new folks they meet along the way, in order to explore how our minds, create neurological connections through experience and memory.
Failure Studies Theatre Mon 13 9 2021 19:00 90 10 The Kings Arms, Bloom St, Salford M3 6AJ Three absurd, comical and tragic characters explore the theme of failure in the office of an academic journal on…well, failure. Our society constantly reassures us that failure is an intermediate stage in a process that eventually leads us to success and happiness. We want to test how truthful this is: if we keep trying, do we fail better, or do we fail ‘worse’?
The Same Rain That Falls On Me Theatre Mon 13 9 2021 19:30 35 5 The Peer Hat, Marlsboro House, 52 Newton St, Manchester M1 1EDA witty and heartbreaking monologue about Alice, as she returns home on the hottest day of the year to say a difficult and untimely goodbye. One that will leave a hole in her life forever. The Same Rain That Falls on Me is a new piece of writing from new graduate theatre company Autumn Theatre. Alice is in her final year of university and is facing the impending loss of her father to cancer, set against the backdrop of the hottest day of the summer and climate protests, she returns home to be with her family in this difficult time. Same Rain deals with issues of grief, climate change, growing up, and family.
The Same Rain That Falls On Me Theatre Tue 14 9 2021 16:00 35 5 The Peer Hat, Marlsboro House, 52 Newton St, Manchester M1 1EDA witty and heartbreaking monologue about Alice, as she returns home on the hottest day of the year to say a difficult and untimely goodbye. One that will leave a hole in her life forever. The Same Rain That Falls on Me is a new piece of writing from new graduate theatre company Autumn Theatre. Alice is in her final year of university and is facing the impending loss of her father to cancer, set against the backdrop of the hottest day of the summer and climate protests, she returns home to be with her family in this difficult time. Same Rain deals with issues of grief, climate change, growing up, and family.
Alexithymia Theatre Tue 14 9 2021 18:00 30 5 [Digital Stream] We follow the journey of Friend, a lost being who cannot understand their emotions, which has to their confusion caused their body to fragment. They need help in finding their way back to themselves. In order to learn the ways in which “we” feel, they will go on a sensorial exploration via the interaction of some new folks they meet along the way, in order to explore how our minds, create neurological connections through experience and memory.
Failure Studies Theatre Tue 14 9 2021 19:00 90 10 The Kings Arms, Bloom St, Salford M3 6AJ Three absurd, comical and tragic characters explore the theme of failure in the office of an academic journal on…well, failure. Our society constantly reassures us that failure is an intermediate stage in a process that eventually leads us to success and happiness. We want to test how truthful this is: if we keep trying, do we fail better, or do we fail ‘worse’?
Alexithymia Theatre Wed 15 9 2021 18:00 30 5 [Digital Stream] We follow the journey of Friend, a lost being who cannot understand their emotions, which has to their confusion caused their body to fragment. They need help in finding their way back to themselves. In order to learn the ways in which “we” feel, they will go on a sensorial exploration via the interaction of some new folks they meet along the way, in order to explore how our minds, create neurological connections through experience and memory.
The Bear Comedy Wed 15 9 2021 19:00 45 8 Lock 91, Deansgate Locks, Castlefield, Manchester M1 5WZA comic rerendering of Chekhov’s Classic The Bear, which hasn’t been performed in Manchester in a very, very long time, we think. Acting, Comedy, Wrestling and maybe a horse…
Jordan Theatre Wed 15 9 2021 19:00 60 8 The Kings Arms, Bloom St, Salford M3 6AJ One woman. One unspeakable crime. It’s 1987 and Shirley Jones is on trial for murder. Based on a true story, ‘Jordan’, by Anna Reynolds, is a powerful and profoundly moving play that asks difficult questions about what we can forgive in the name of motherly love.
The Same Rain That Falls On Me Theatre Wed 15 9 2021 19:30 35 5 The Peer Hat, Marlsboro House, 52 Newton St, Manchester M1 1EDA witty and heartbreaking monologue about Alice, as she returns home on the hottest day of the year to say a difficult and untimely goodbye. One that will leave a hole in her life forever. The Same Rain That Falls on Me is a new piece of writing from new graduate theatre company Autumn Theatre. Alice is in her final year of university and is facing the impending loss of her father to cancer, set against the backdrop of the hottest day of the summer and climate protests, she returns home to be with her family in this difficult time. Same Rain deals with issues of grief, climate change, growing up, and family.
The Same Rain That Falls On Me Theatre Wed 15 9 2021 19:30 35 5 The Peer Hat, Marlsboro House, 52 Newton St, Manchester M1 1EDA witty and heartbreaking monologue about Alice, as she returns home on the hottest day of the year to say a difficult and untimely goodbye. One that will leave a hole in her life forever. The Same Rain That Falls on Me is a new piece of writing from new graduate theatre company Autumn Theatre. Alice is in her final year of university and is facing the impending loss of her father to cancer, set against the backdrop of the hottest day of the summer and climate protests, she returns home to be with her family in this difficult time. Same Rain deals with issues of grief, climate change, growing up, and family.
Stationery Quest! Comedy Wed 15 9 2021 19:30 60 5 Tribeca, 50 Sackville St, Manchester M1 3WF Join Lanyard – your Dungeon Master – as he leads you through the curious labyrinth of the stationery cupboard. But adventurers beware – riddles, challenges and extremely silly comedy characters are all lurking within. Only the brave or incredibly foolish need gird their loins and join Vern, the failing office intern, on his mystical quest. Interactive sketch comedy and a gentle satire of live action gaming.
Revenant Comedy Wed 15 9 2021 20:45 80 7 Lock 91, Deansgate Locks, Castlefield, Manchester M1 5WZThe UK premiere of “Revenant” by award-winning Irish playwright Stewart Roche. Carter has found the perfect location to shoot his zombie movie set during the Irish famine- a country house on an island off the coast of Mayo. The only catch is he has it for just 3 days. So when his lead actor drops out the day before shooting starts, Carter is faced with a difficult decision- pull on the plug on his dream project or cast the mysterious Vardell, an actor of incendiary talent but someone with a dark past that he knows precious little about. As events unfold on set, Carter soon suspects that he may have made a grave mistake…
Alexithymia Theatre Thu 16 9 2021 18:00 30 5 [Digital Stream] We follow the journey of Friend, a lost being who cannot understand their emotions, which has to their confusion caused their body to fragment. They need help in finding their way back to themselves. In order to learn the ways in which “we” feel, they will go on a sensorial exploration via the interaction of some new folks they meet along the way, in order to explore how our minds, create neurological connections through experience and memory.
Biscuit Barrel: The Hyperactive Sketch Show Comedy Thu 16 9 2021 19:00 60 10 The Kings Arms, Bloom St, Salford M3 6AJ The award-winning sketch group venture to Manchester with over 60 sketches in 60 minutes! “Dropped something? Don’t even think about picking it up as you’ll probably miss an entire sketch” (The List). A manic hour of talking planets, distressed self-checkout machines, and three knights interrupting throughout to find an ancient treasure hidden in one of the sketches – this isn’t just a sketch show, it’s an absolute riot. 
Stationery Quest! Comedy Thu 16 9 2021 19:30 60 5 Tribeca, 50 Sackville St, Manchester M1 3WF Join Lanyard – your Dungeon Master – as he leads you through the curious labyrinth of the stationery cupboard. But adventurers beware – riddles, challenges and extremely silly comedy characters are all lurking within. Only the brave or incredibly foolish need gird their loins and join Vern, the failing office intern, on his mystical quest. Interactive sketch comedy and a gentle satire of live action gaming.
Alexithymia Theatre Fri 17 9 2021 18:00 30 5 [Digital Stream] We follow the journey of Friend, a lost being who cannot understand their emotions, which has to their confusion caused their body to fragment. They need help in finding their way back to themselves. In order to learn the ways in which “we” feel, they will go on a sensorial exploration via the interaction of some new folks they meet along the way, in order to explore how our minds, create neurological connections through experience and memory.
Her Ps and Qs Comedy Fri 17 9 2021 19:00 60 12 The Kings Arms, Bloom St, Salford M3 6AJ Ever had an annoying friend that just won’t go away? Queenie has. Penelope and Queenie are an out-of-sync, over-sharing, double-act. ‘Her Ps and Qs’ marks a silly romp through their unexpected relationship in all its glory and flaws. Join us for a two-woman rampage through self-disgust and misguided people-pleasing. But what is their secret? With more terms for ‘vagina’ than you ever thought possible and itching with humour – you’ll find out.
i am george massey Theatre Fri 17 9 2021 19:30 85 7 International Anthony Burgess Foundation, Chorlton Mill, 3 Cambridge St, Manchester M1 5BZ“Arrests of persons of White ethnic appearance accounted for 48% of arrests for a terrorism-related offence” – Home Office (National Statistics-2020). Now more than ever radical ideologies are taking advantage of vulnerable people online. This is George’s story, of childhood joy, passionate relationships, online friendships and yet he slips down the dark rabbit hole of radicalisation during a moment of vulnerability. This show is an immersive monologue that treads the boundaries of dark comedy and tragedy. Trigger warning – Self Harm, radicalisation, mental health
C÷M Music Sat 18 9 2021 15:00 60 8 The Empty Space, 50 Kansas Ave, Salford M50 2GLC ÷ M From Where? to Here. A multi-media journey about two friends emerging as artists after decades of work and within the confines of lockdown. The journey focusses on the last year of their artistic endeavour and how it has enabled years of creativity to come together as a performance. The performance involves self-penned urban folk tunes, experimental improvisations, AI, images and video. There is no escaping the political element and the impact of recent years on feelings about being English. The performance hopes to be postcard for those whose future experience of history will not be that written by the forgone political winners. The main themes are about change, despair and hope. The change of life experience, the despair of the political establishment and its descent into yet undiscovered depths and the hope; the hope that within the trodden down mud of some future, is a discovery of evidence about what really happened.
C÷M Music Sat 18 9 2021 16:45 60 8 The Empty Space, 50 Kansas Ave, Salford M50 2GLC ÷ M From Where? to Here. A multi-media journey about two friends emerging as artists after decades of work and within the confines of lockdown. The journey focusses on the last year of their artistic endeavour and how it has enabled years of creativity to come together as a performance. The performance involves self-penned urban folk tunes, experimental improvisations, AI, images and video. There is no escaping the political element and the impact of recent years on feelings about being English. The performance hopes to be postcard for those whose future experience of history will not be that written by the forgone political winners. The main themes are about change, despair and hope. The change of life experience, the despair of the political establishment and its descent into yet undiscovered depths and the hope; the hope that within the trodden down mud of some future, is a discovery of evidence about what really happened.
Alexithymia Theatre Sat 18 9 2021 18:00 30 5 [Digital Stream] We follow the journey of Friend, a lost being who cannot understand their emotions, which has to their confusion caused their body to fragment. They need help in finding their way back to themselves. In order to learn the ways in which “we” feel, they will go on a sensorial exploration via the interaction of some new folks they meet along the way, in order to explore how our minds, create neurological connections through experience and memory.
Lydia Theatre Sat 18 9 2021 19:30 50 12 [Digital Stream] Lydia has come from nothing and enters a family of three. She is gifted. Articulate. New. High hopes are placed on her future. And yet she never reaches her destination. Lydia is a story of a young woman growing up, shaped entirely by the voices around her. Told by an unseen presence, able to only whisper but not change anything, Chalk Roots Theatre bring to life Simina Pitur’s debut audio drama; exploring how and why people end up living lives they never wanted to – and what it takes to rediscover the path forgotten.
i am george massey Theatre Sat 18 9 2021 19:30 85 7 International Anthony Burgess Foundation, Chorlton Mill, 3 Cambridge St, Manchester M1 5BZ“Arrests of persons of White ethnic appearance accounted for 48% of arrests for a terrorism-related offence” – Home Office (National Statistics-2020). Now more than ever radical ideologies are taking advantage of vulnerable people online. This is George’s story, of childhood joy, passionate relationships, online friendships and yet he slips down the dark rabbit hole of radicalisation during a moment of vulnerability. This show is an immersive monologue that treads the boundaries of dark comedy and tragedy. Trigger warning – Self Harm, radicalisation, mental health
Something Funny with Scott McPherson Comedy Sat 18 9 2021 19:30 45 5 Moston Small Cinema, 63 Teddington Rd, Moston, Manchester M40 0DJSomething Funny’ comedy show with Scott McPherson. After being in exile in Scotland for more than a year, Scott McPherson naturally chose the Greater Manchester Fringe 2021 as his first destination outside of Scotland. Scott has used his time in exile to put together a comedy show, which shows the inner workings of Scott’s mind. In his debut Greater Manchester Fringe 2021 show, Scott interrogates everyday experiences with a comedy twist. Enjoy the show. I look forward to meeting you!
American Wilderness Odyssey Music Sat 18 9 2021 19:30 120 10 Salford Arts Theatre, Kemsing Walk, Off Tunbridge Square, Liverpool St, Salford M5 4BS.RENEGADE AMERICANA! Join three adventurers on an incredible journey, searching for the moonshine, myth and madness of the American Wilderness. An evening of stories and songs. Tales of outlaws, ghost towns, the emigrant, the doomed lover, the extraordinary lives of ordinary people, real and imagined. Written from the nitty-gritty experience of months-long treks and road trips, off the main strip, along the backwoods and byways of the southern states of America, Steve Bonham and The Long Road bring to life the songs and stories from their acclaimed American Wilderness Odyssey album and its companion book. Their music is definitely acoustic but of a powerful and stirring kind. Big melodies and great riffs abound and the stories they wrap round them are intimate and expansive, funny and moving. The Long Road consist of Steve Bonham, the Vagabond Philosopher, Kev, the ‘Big Man’ Moore and Chris’ the Bishop’ Lydon all desperados seeking some kind of redemption,
Feeling Haunted Theatre Sun 19 9 2021 13:00 45 5 Chapeltown Picture House, 50 Red Bank, Cheetham Hill, Manchester M4 4HF‘Feeling Haunted’ is a new on-stage mockumentary that shows its audience a lost episode of the hit (cancelled) TV show of the same name! It follows host, David G. Hostmann and cameraman, Terrald Fitzgerald Yerrald as they go into one of the most haunted houses they have ever experienced. With the help of Galina Pakulska, a powerful medium and the current (retired) owner of the house, Darlene Sweetly, they try to find out the root of the hauntings. The story is told on stage and screen throughout, cutting from onstage action to on-screen interviews with previous residents of ‘Oak House’, as well as the occasional ad break. This spooktacular one-act comedy has been created and directed by the four members of Psycho Garbage, and is sure to bring you laughs, surprises, and maybe even a few scares! So, you know who to call if you’re feeling haunted.
Feeling Haunted Theatre Sun 19 9 2021 16:00 45 5 Chapeltown Picture House, 50 Red Bank, Cheetham Hill, Manchester M4 4HF‘Feeling Haunted’ is a new on-stage mockumentary that shows its audience a lost episode of the hit (cancelled) TV show of the same name! It follows host, David G. Hostmann and cameraman, Terrald Fitzgerald Yerrald as they go into one of the most haunted houses they have ever experienced. With the help of Galina Pakulska, a powerful medium and the current (retired) owner of the house, Darlene Sweetly, they try to find out the root of the hauntings. The story is told on stage and screen throughout, cutting from onstage action to on-screen interviews with previous residents of ‘Oak House’, as well as the occasional ad break. This spooktacular one-act comedy has been created and directed by the four members of Psycho Garbage, and is sure to bring you laughs, surprises, and maybe even a few scares! So, you know who to call if you’re feeling haunted.
Alexithymia Theatre Sun 19 9 2021 18:00 30 5 [Digital Stream] We follow the journey of Friend, a lost being who cannot understand their emotions, which has to their confusion caused their body to fragment. They need help in finding their way back to themselves. In order to learn the ways in which “we” feel, they will go on a sensorial exploration via the interaction of some new folks they meet along the way, in order to explore how our minds, create neurological connections through experience and memory.
Something Funny with Scott McPherson Comedy Sun 19 9 2021 19:30 45 5 Moston Small Cinema, 63 Teddington Rd, Moston, Manchester M40 0DJSomething Funny’ comedy show with Scott McPherson. After being in exile in Scotland for more than a year, Scott McPherson naturally chose the Greater Manchester Fringe 2021 as his first destination outside of Scotland. Scott has used his time in exile to put together a comedy show, which shows the inner workings of Scott’s mind. In his debut Greater Manchester Fringe 2021 show, Scott interrogates everyday experiences with a comedy twist. Enjoy the show. I look forward to meeting you!
Alexithymia Theatre Mon 20 9 2021 18:00 30 5 [Digital Stream] We follow the journey of Friend, a lost being who cannot understand their emotions, which has to their confusion caused their body to fragment. They need help in finding their way back to themselves. In order to learn the ways in which “we” feel, they will go on a sensorial exploration via the interaction of some new folks they meet along the way, in order to explore how our minds, create neurological connections through experience and memory.
Communism The Musical! (A Story About Growing Up) Musical Mon 20 9 2021 19:30 90 7 Tribeca, 50 Sackville St, Manchester M1 3WF Capitalism has the city of Dollaropolis in its grasp, and only The Chosen One can extinguish its smog: Karl Kommufist, boy wonder! Can Karl, aided by his best friends Emily and Max, complete the mission left to them by Karl’s mother (and Communism founder), Mildron the Destroyer? Can he defeat the bad guy, fall in love, and learn the power of friendship all through the medium of song? Find out the answer to this and more in Communism: The Musical! Disclaimer: may not contain actual communism.
Lady In Red Theatre Mon 20 9 2021 20:00 45 10 The Lowry – Aldridge Studio, The Lowry, The Quays, Salford M50 3AZThe story of one woman’s struggle to break the ‘Chains of love’ It is Christmas Eve and ‘Rose,’ a woman in a red dress, awakes to find that she has no memory of who or where she is. As she gradually weaves the threads of memory together, a dark and violent picture begins to emerge. Compelled to leave for fear of her life Rose begins to pack… but it’s dark outside and the house is full of strange noises. Will she escape, before her attacker returns? Or is he still in the House? LADY IN RED is a mesmerising and powerful, award-winning drama that has stunned and moved audiences, nation-wide. Combining superb dialogue, a compelling plot, inspired performance and evocative colours to create an unforgettable experience – a journey through one woman’s attempts to leave an abusive relationship. (Contains strong language and themes.)
Alexithymia Theatre Tue 21 9 2021 18:00 30 5 [Digital Stream] We follow the journey of Friend, a lost being who cannot understand their emotions, which has to their confusion caused their body to fragment. They need help in finding their way back to themselves. In order to learn the ways in which “we” feel, they will go on a sensorial exploration via the interaction of some new folks they meet along the way, in order to explore how our minds, create neurological connections through experience and memory.
The Bear Comedy Tue 21 9 2021 19:00 45 8 Lock 91, Deansgate Locks, Castlefield, Manchester M1 5WZA comic rerendering of Chekhov’s Classic The Bear, which hasn’t been performed in Manchester in a very, very long time, we think. Acting, Comedy, Wrestling and maybe a horse…
‘The Palace of Earthly Delights’ Comedy Tue 21 9 2021 19:30 60 5 The Kings Arms, Bloom St, Salford M3 6AJ Following an onstage scandal, James retires from stand-up comedy, only to be offered a surprise comeback gig at a secret London location. Accepting, he finds himself plunged into a wild and sordid gathering of the British political class. It’s the toughest gig of his career and one he may not escape from with his life. Absurd political storytelling from Max Turner Prize finalist James Harris (‘assured stage presence’, TNT Comedy), perfect for those who like their comedy satirical, outrageous and just plain bizarre. An andidote to our ongoing political meltdown.
Communism The Musical! (A Story About Growing Up) Musical Tue 21 9 2021 19:30 90 7 Tribeca, 50 Sackville St, Manchester M1 3WF Capitalism has the city of Dollaropolis in its grasp, and only The Chosen One can extinguish its smog: Karl Kommufist, boy wonder! Can Karl, aided by his best friends Emily and Max, complete the mission left to them by Karl’s mother (and Communism founder), Mildron the Destroyer? Can he defeat the bad guy, fall in love, and learn the power of friendship all through the medium of song? Find out the answer to this and more in Communism: The Musical! Disclaimer: may not contain actual communism.
Lady In Red Theatre Tue 21 9 2021 20:00 45 10 The Lowry – Aldridge Studio, The Lowry, The Quays, Salford M50 3AZThe story of one woman’s struggle to break the ‘Chains of love’ It is Christmas Eve and ‘Rose,’ a woman in a red dress, awakes to find that she has no memory of who or where she is. As she gradually weaves the threads of memory together, a dark and violent picture begins to emerge. Compelled to leave for fear of her life Rose begins to pack… but it’s dark outside and the house is full of strange noises. Will she escape, before her attacker returns? Or is he still in the House? LADY IN RED is a mesmerising and powerful, award-winning drama that has stunned and moved audiences, nation-wide. Combining superb dialogue, a compelling plot, inspired performance and evocative colours to create an unforgettable experience – a journey through one woman’s attempts to leave an abusive relationship. (Contains strong language and themes.)
Revenant Comedy Tue 21 9 2021 20:45 80 7 Lock 91, Deansgate Locks, Castlefield, Manchester M1 5WZThe UK premiere of “Revenant” by award-winning Irish playwright Stewart Roche. Carter has found the perfect location to shoot his zombie movie set during the Irish famine- a country house on an island off the coast of Mayo. The only catch is he has it for just 3 days. So when his lead actor drops out the day before shooting starts, Carter is faced with a difficult decision- pull on the plug on his dream project or cast the mysterious Vardell, an actor of incendiary talent but someone with a dark past that he knows precious little about. As events unfold on set, Carter soon suspects that he may have made a grave mistake…
Alexithymia Theatre Wed 22 9 2021 18:00 30 5 [Digital Stream] We follow the journey of Friend, a lost being who cannot understand their emotions, which has to their confusion caused their body to fragment. They need help in finding their way back to themselves. In order to learn the ways in which “we” feel, they will go on a sensorial exploration via the interaction of some new folks they meet along the way, in order to explore how our minds, create neurological connections through experience and memory.
‘Bysmal Boys Theatre Wed 22 9 2021 19:30 135 10 Salford Arts Theatre, Kemsing Walk, Off Tunbridge Square, Liverpool St, Salford M5 4BS.A new play written by Laura Genders | directed by Holden Oak. It’s 1977 and for the first time in Fire Brigade history, a national strike threatens to bring the country to a stand still. In a quiet corner of Cheshire, the lads of Blue Watch, Macclesfield are waiting with bated breath to see what this means for them. Will their hopes blaze to union glory or smoulder to ashes and what will this mean for the Brigade, their loved ones and the lads themselves? Set against the true life backdrop of the strike action as autumn gives way to the Winter of Discontent. Genders’ new play explores this rarely examined period of history and the impact that is still felt today. Conflictive, comic yet utterly compassionate, the boys of Blue Watch navigate their individual stories and that of their brotherhood. It may just be 30%, but is that all they really stand to lose?
‘The Palace of Earthly Delights’ Comedy Wed 22 9 2021 19:30 60 5 The Kings Arms, Bloom St, Salford M3 6AJ Following an onstage scandal, James retires from stand-up comedy, only to be offered a surprise comeback gig at a secret London location. Accepting, he finds himself plunged into a wild and sordid gathering of the British political class. It’s the toughest gig of his career and one he may not escape from with his life. Absurd political storytelling from Max Turner Prize finalist James Harris (‘assured stage presence’, TNT Comedy), perfect for those who like their comedy satirical, outrageous and just plain bizarre. An andidote to our ongoing political meltdown.
Communism The Musical! (A Story About Growing Up) Musical Wed 22 9 2021 19:30 90 7 Tribeca, 50 Sackville St, Manchester M1 3WF Capitalism has the city of Dollaropolis in its grasp, and only The Chosen One can extinguish its smog: Karl Kommufist, boy wonder! Can Karl, aided by his best friends Emily and Max, complete the mission left to them by Karl’s mother (and Communism founder), Mildron the Destroyer? Can he defeat the bad guy, fall in love, and learn the power of friendship all through the medium of song? Find out the answer to this and more in Communism: The Musical! Disclaimer: may not contain actual communism.
Eryn Tett Finds Her Audience Comedy Wed 22 9 2021 20:00 60 0 The Peer Hat, Marlsboro House, 52 Newton St, Manchester M1 1EDVOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR VERY IMPORTANT SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH. Any age, gender, height, music taste, shoe size please apply.Research will take place in Manchester. Estimated session time between 45mins to 1 hour. Any and all feedback is important to us. *data may be collected for research purposes. An alternative stand up comedy show which earnestly takes an entirely literal approach to the common comedian advice of ‘find your audience’. With a style that toes the line between straight stand up and absurdism, misfit and newly proactive Eryn Tett (Cherry Comedy Breakout Act of the Year Winner ’20/Funny Women Stage Award Runner-up ’20) is collecting important data in the search of her perfect audience.
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Alexithymia Theatre Thu 23 9 2021 18:00 30 5 [Digital Stream] We follow the journey of Friend, a lost being who cannot understand their emotions, which has to their confusion caused their body to fragment. They need help in finding their way back to themselves. In order to learn the ways in which “we” feel, they will go on a sensorial exploration via the interaction of some new folks they meet along the way, in order to explore how our minds, create neurological connections through experience and memory.
Bully Comedy Thu 23 9 2021 18:00 60 10 Tribeca, 50 Sackville St, Manchester M1 3WF What’s worse – being a bully or being bullied? In this debut hour, Thanyia Moore explores this question whilst talking about her childhood and how it’s impacted her adult life.
The Church Of The Fall Spoken Word Thu 23 9 2021 19:30 60 7 Lock 91, Deansgate Locks, Castlefield, Manchester M1 5WZA musical AND a film about Queen and not ONE show about The Fall? That’s bobbins! The Church of The Fall is one man’s attempt to do justice to Mark E. Smith and his group The Fall. It’s like trying to do justice to Beethoven in an hour but I’m doing it for the kids raised on tales of Oasis’s greatness – they weren’t even the greatest group to come out of Greater Manchester. The show celebrates the late writer, singer and working-class genius Mark E. Smith but it’s not just about him, or his alleged pyrotechnical personality. OK, Mark E. Smith was likely ‘no Mandela’ but could Mandela have given us Spoilt Victorian Child? Before converting to atheism at 21, I was a Christian. I miss the love and certainty of the faithful; this show is about the need to believe in something greater than us all and that thing is The Fall. Expect music, love and laughs. It’s said Fall fans live in the ‘cult of The Fall’ but this music, this art is too divine for a cult – The Fall is a broad church. You don’t have to love The Fall to enjoy my show, you just need to love music. Come one, come all, to the Church Of The Fall (FREE ENTRY for ex-Fall members).
‘Bysmal Boys Theatre Thu 23 9 2021 19:30 135 10 Salford Arts Theatre, Kemsing Walk, Off Tunbridge Square, Liverpool St, Salford M5 4BS.A new play written by Laura Genders | directed by Holden Oak. It’s 1977 and for the first time in Fire Brigade history, a national strike threatens to bring the country to a stand still. In a quiet corner of Cheshire, the lads of Blue Watch, Macclesfield are waiting with bated breath to see what this means for them. Will their hopes blaze to union glory or smoulder to ashes and what will this mean for the Brigade, their loved ones and the lads themselves? Set against the true life backdrop of the strike action as autumn gives way to the Winter of Discontent. Genders’ new play explores this rarely examined period of history and the impact that is still felt today. Conflictive, comic yet utterly compassionate, the boys of Blue Watch navigate their individual stories and that of their brotherhood. It may just be 30%, but is that all they really stand to lose?
Communism The Musical! (A Story About Growing Up) Musical Thu 23 9 2021 19:30 90 7 Tribeca, 50 Sackville St, Manchester M1 3WF Capitalism has the city of Dollaropolis in its grasp, and only The Chosen One can extinguish its smog: Karl Kommufist, boy wonder! Can Karl, aided by his best friends Emily and Max, complete the mission left to them by Karl’s mother (and Communism founder), Mildron the Destroyer? Can he defeat the bad guy, fall in love, and learn the power of friendship all through the medium of song? Find out the answer to this and more in Communism: The Musical! Disclaimer: may not contain actual communism.
Alexithymia Theatre Fri 24 9 2021 18:00 30 5 [Digital Stream] We follow the journey of Friend, a lost being who cannot understand their emotions, which has to their confusion caused their body to fragment. They need help in finding their way back to themselves. In order to learn the ways in which “we” feel, they will go on a sensorial exploration via the interaction of some new folks they meet along the way, in order to explore how our minds, create neurological connections through experience and memory.
Bully Comedy Fri 24 9 2021 18:00 60 10 Tribeca, 50 Sackville St, Manchester M1 3WF What’s worse – being a bully or being bullied? In this debut hour, Thanyia Moore explores this question whilst talking about her childhood and how it’s impacted her adult life.
Comedy Double Bill: Who Here’s Lost? & Wife On Earth Comedy Fri 24 9 2021 19:00 150 9 The Kings Arms, Bloom St, Salford M3 6AJ Joanna Neary – Wife On Earth, The Tour. Brief Encounter-inspired Fantasist-housewife Celia (‘A pitch-perfect impersonation’ Observer) and friends take their Cosmic Shambles Network Podcast on the road with their wife-based gang show. They’ll be asking ‘what on earth is a wife? And why?’ From the history of wifery, to the wiles and wherefores of when to wife; a dozen wives, (ex-wives, future wives, non wives and anti-wives) wait in the wings at a village hall near you, ready to share their startling stories, while bickering and drinking wine out of a teapot. Ben Moor – Who Here’s Lost? What do we make with our lives? An artist worries his work has lost its way. An architect wants to see her buildings a final time. A changing landscape searches for itself. Who Here’s Lost? is a story about what we value as we go along, and how we present it to others. It features bubble-wrap, party games, museums and ants. And ice cream. Funny, melancholy, surreal, mind-expanding; Ben Moor’s shows aren’t easy to describe, but impossible to forget.
The Formidable Lizzie Boone Theatre Fri 24 9 2021 19:30 60 7 International Anthony Burgess Foundation, Chorlton Mill, 3 Cambridge St, Manchester M1 5BZWhat do you get when you combine a wedding ring, burlesque and Pacman? Well, if you’re Lizzie Boone, you might get therapy…Lizzie will pull you into her world for a night of drama, healing and dark humour. Centred around a therapists office, this one-woman show explores the intricacies of humanity through a woman who loves vodka with lemonade and a cat called Lionel. Lizzie catapults us through her life; from the torment of school bullies to darker experiences and chaotic spirals; the pieces of her life that jammed together, eventually pushing her over the edge and into her recent breakdown. With lively voice-overs bringing to life an array of characters from soothing therapist Marie to wild child Debz, amongst others, this play is bursting with soul and humanity. A burlesque dance scene also features, showing off the sensual and theatrical side of burlesque and highlighting ‘the art of tease’ to be a way of finding your own spark and celebrating your womanhood. Trigger Warning: Contains references to mental health/breakdowns and sexual assault. So join Lizzie Boone this September for a night of drama, dark comedy and maybe a nipple tassel or two…
‘Bysmal Boys Theatre Fri 24 9 2021 19:30 135 10 Salford Arts Theatre, Kemsing Walk, Off Tunbridge Square, Liverpool St, Salford M5 4BS.A new play written by Laura Genders | directed by Holden Oak. It’s 1977 and for the first time in Fire Brigade history, a national strike threatens to bring the country to a stand still. In a quiet corner of Cheshire, the lads of Blue Watch, Macclesfield are waiting with bated breath to see what this means for them. Will their hopes blaze to union glory or smoulder to ashes and what will this mean for the Brigade, their loved ones and the lads themselves? Set against the true life backdrop of the strike action as autumn gives way to the Winter of Discontent. Genders’ new play explores this rarely examined period of history and the impact that is still felt today. Conflictive, comic yet utterly compassionate, the boys of Blue Watch navigate their individual stories and that of their brotherhood. It may just be 30%, but is that all they really stand to lose?
I Remain Theatre Fri 24 9 2021 19:30 90 12 The Empty Space, 50 Kansas Ave, Salford M50 2GLStarry Night Theatre Productions are excited to present their debut production, ‘I REMAIN’ Written & Directed by Parissa Zamanpour ‘I Remain’ is a one act drama based on the true story of the writer’s great, great, grandfather, Private Harry Hayes of the Manchester Pals 17th Battalion of the First World War. The play follows the story of Will, Harry’s great, great, grandson, a rebellious teenage boy struggling to come to terms with his demons. Whilst staying at his grandma’s house, Ada, to escape the troubles he faces at home, he stumbles across a box of old photos. Amongst the photos he finds an old picture of a soldier; Harry Hayes. Along with the photo, Will finds a stack of letters written by Harry whilst in the trenches in France in 1916. Will becomes absorbed into these letters and Harry is once again brought to life through the words of the past. The play is a look at the struggles of mental health, and finding solace in the little things that we least expect by discovering the powerful connection of our forgotten ancestors, that may be the key to finding the light in times of darkness. For Will, Harry might just save is life… more than 100 years later.
BookTalkBookTalkBook Theatre Sat 25 9 2021 14:00 60 8 International Anthony Burgess Foundation, Chorlton Mill, 3 Cambridge St, Manchester M1 5BZJenny Nibbingley and Burton Mastrick truly need no introduction. Their novels have long been secretly well-regarded by those in the know, but rarely bought or read by the general public. Today’s event promises to be an enlightening discussion of such essential books as Why Reigate?, Randoms, Hatred of Broccoli, and Only If I Have To. Tim Timminey will moderate. Book Signing afterwards. Well, that’s the plan anyway. But when do things go to plan? BookTalkBookTalkBook combines a parody of awkward live author events; an exploration of artificial intelligence and the creative process; a Beckettian live theatre experience, and an experiment in the limits of patience regarding card tricks. With jokes. Funny and wise, imaginative and original, this is a show you can’t put down. Sorry, that was more of an observation than a question.
C÷M Music Sat 25 9 2021 15:00 60 8 The Empty Space, 50 Kansas Ave, Salford M50 2GLC ÷ M From Where? to Here. A multi-media journey about two friends emerging as artists after decades of work and within the confines of lockdown. The journey focusses on the last year of their artistic endeavour and how it has enabled years of creativity to come together as a performance. The performance involves self-penned urban folk tunes, experimental improvisations, AI, images and video. There is no escaping the political element and the impact of recent years on feelings about being English. The performance hopes to be postcard for those whose future experience of history will not be that written by the forgone political winners. The main themes are about change, despair and hope. The change of life experience, the despair of the political establishment and its descent into yet undiscovered depths and the hope; the hope that within the trodden down mud of some future, is a discovery of evidence about what really happened.
C÷M Music Sat 25 9 2021 16:45 60 8 The Empty Space, 50 Kansas Ave, Salford M50 2GLC ÷ M From Where? to Here. A multi-media journey about two friends emerging as artists after decades of work and within the confines of lockdown. The journey focusses on the last year of their artistic endeavour and how it has enabled years of creativity to come together as a performance. The performance involves self-penned urban folk tunes, experimental improvisations, AI, images and video. There is no escaping the political element and the impact of recent years on feelings about being English. The performance hopes to be postcard for those whose future experience of history will not be that written by the forgone political winners. The main themes are about change, despair and hope. The change of life experience, the despair of the political establishment and its descent into yet undiscovered depths and the hope; the hope that within the trodden down mud of some future, is a discovery of evidence about what really happened.
Alexithymia Theatre Sat 25 9 2021 18:00 30 5 [Digital Stream] We follow the journey of Friend, a lost being who cannot understand their emotions, which has to their confusion caused their body to fragment. They need help in finding their way back to themselves. In order to learn the ways in which “we” feel, they will go on a sensorial exploration via the interaction of some new folks they meet along the way, in order to explore how our minds, create neurological connections through experience and memory.
The Formidable Lizzie Boone Theatre Sat 25 9 2021 19:00 60 7 International Anthony Burgess Foundation, Chorlton Mill, 3 Cambridge St, Manchester M1 5BZWhat do you get when you combine a wedding ring, burlesque and Pacman? Well, if you’re Lizzie Boone, you might get therapy…Lizzie will pull you into her world for a night of drama, healing and dark humour. Centred around a therapists office, this one-woman show explores the intricacies of humanity through a woman who loves vodka with lemonade and a cat called Lionel. Lizzie catapults us through her life; from the torment of school bullies to darker experiences and chaotic spirals; the pieces of her life that jammed together, eventually pushing her over the edge and into her recent breakdown. With lively voice-overs bringing to life an array of characters from soothing therapist Marie to wild child Debz, amongst others, this play is bursting with soul and humanity. A burlesque dance scene also features, showing off the sensual and theatrical side of burlesque and highlighting ‘the art of tease’ to be a way of finding your own spark and celebrating your womanhood. Trigger Warning: Contains references to mental health/breakdowns and sexual assault. So join Lizzie Boone this September for a night of drama, dark comedy and maybe a nipple tassel or two…
I Remain Theatre Sat 25 9 2021 19:30 90 12 The Empty Space, 50 Kansas Ave, Salford M50 2GLStarry Night Theatre Productions are excited to present their debut production, ‘I REMAIN’ Written & Directed by Parissa Zamanpour ‘I Remain’ is a one act drama based on the true story of the writer’s great, great, grandfather, Private Harry Hayes of the Manchester Pals 17th Battalion of the First World War. The play follows the story of Will, Harry’s great, great, grandson, a rebellious teenage boy struggling to come to terms with his demons. Whilst staying at his grandma’s house, Ada, to escape the troubles he faces at home, he stumbles across a box of old photos. Amongst the photos he finds an old picture of a soldier; Harry Hayes. Along with the photo, Will finds a stack of letters written by Harry whilst in the trenches in France in 1916. Will becomes absorbed into these letters and Harry is once again brought to life through the words of the past. The play is a look at the struggles of mental health, and finding solace in the little things that we least expect by discovering the powerful connection of our forgotten ancestors, that may be the key to finding the light in times of darkness. For Will, Harry might just save is life… more than 100 years later.
Nathan Cassidy: Bumblebee Comedy Sat 25 9 2021 20:00 60 10 Salford Arts Theatre, Kemsing Walk, Off Tunbridge Square, Liverpool St, Salford M5 4BS.Thought your 2020 was bad? You get home, the door is smashed, a burglar flees. You chase – to the backing of ‘Flight of the bumblebee’. And then… a sting in the tale – let’s play. A new true-crime stand-up show from award-winning comedian Nathan Cassidy, host of global hit podcasts Psycomedy and Daily Notes and the only live performer at the 2020 Edinburgh Fringe.
The Formidable Lizzie Boone Theatre Sat 25 9 2021 20:30 60 7 International Anthony Burgess Foundation, Chorlton Mill, 3 Cambridge St, Manchester M1 5BZWhat do you get when you combine a wedding ring, burlesque and Pacman? Well, if you’re Lizzie Boone, you might get therapy…Lizzie will pull you into her world for a night of drama, healing and dark humour. Centred around a therapists office, this one-woman show explores the intricacies of humanity through a woman who loves vodka with lemonade and a cat called Lionel. Lizzie catapults us through her life; from the torment of school bullies to darker experiences and chaotic spirals; the pieces of her life that jammed together, eventually pushing her over the edge and into her recent breakdown. With lively voice-overs bringing to life an array of characters from soothing therapist Marie to wild child Debz, amongst others, this play is bursting with soul and humanity. A burlesque dance scene also features, showing off the sensual and theatrical side of burlesque and highlighting ‘the art of tease’ to be a way of finding your own spark and celebrating your womanhood. Trigger Warning: Contains references to mental health/breakdowns and sexual assault. So join Lizzie Boone this September for a night of drama, dark comedy and maybe a nipple tassel or two…
Alexithymia Theatre Sun 26 9 2021 18:00 30 5 [Digital Stream] We follow the journey of Friend, a lost being who cannot understand their emotions, which has to their confusion caused their body to fragment. They need help in finding their way back to themselves. In order to learn the ways in which “we” feel, they will go on a sensorial exploration via the interaction of some new folks they meet along the way, in order to explore how our minds, create neurological connections through experience and memory.
I Remain Theatre Sun 26 9 2021 19:30 90 12 The Empty Space, 50 Kansas Ave, Salford M50 2GLStarry Night Theatre Productions are excited to present their debut production, ‘I REMAIN’ Written & Directed by Parissa Zamanpour ‘I Remain’ is a one act drama based on the true story of the writer’s great, great, grandfather, Private Harry Hayes of the Manchester Pals 17th Battalion of the First World War. The play follows the story of Will, Harry’s great, great, grandson, a rebellious teenage boy struggling to come to terms with his demons. Whilst staying at his grandma’s house, Ada, to escape the troubles he faces at home, he stumbles across a box of old photos. Amongst the photos he finds an old picture of a soldier; Harry Hayes. Along with the photo, Will finds a stack of letters written by Harry whilst in the trenches in France in 1916. Will becomes absorbed into these letters and Harry is once again brought to life through the words of the past. The play is a look at the struggles of mental health, and finding solace in the little things that we least expect by discovering the powerful connection of our forgotten ancestors, that may be the key to finding the light in times of darkness. For Will, Harry might just save is life… more than 100 years later.
Alexithymia Theatre Mon 27 9 2021 18:00 30 5 [Digital Stream] We follow the journey of Friend, a lost being who cannot understand their emotions, which has to their confusion caused their body to fragment. They need help in finding their way back to themselves. In order to learn the ways in which “we” feel, they will go on a sensorial exploration via the interaction of some new folks they meet along the way, in order to explore how our minds, create neurological connections through experience and memory.
Cock Therapy Theatre Mon 27 9 2021 19:30 60 10 Salford Arts Theatre, Kemsing Walk, Off Tunbridge Square, Liverpool St, Salford M5 4BS.Young gay man Roz thinks he’s a sex addict. His therapist, aptly named The Therapist, believes there’s more to Roz’s love for sex than meets the eye. The Therapist is determined to dig deeper into Roz’s actions and to help him with his addiction- if he can get a word in edgeways. Expect plenty of laughs, surprises, and mentions of bumholes. What would Freud have said?! A tragicomedy by newcomer Joe Henry.
Existential Fish and Dread Theatre Mon 27 9 2021 19:30 60 12 The Empty Space, 50 Kansas Ave, Salford M50 2GLStephen Hawking’s dead. Martin’s having a breakdown. And Ellie? She’s feeding the fish. When Martin hears that the world’s greatest scientific mind has died, he’s tipped over the edge. Who will figure out where we came from, and why we’re here? Lucky for him, chance – or destiny – finds him in an aquarium with Ellie, a PhD student studying astrophysics. As the fish swim in circles, so too do these strangers, running through science, philosophy and theology as they search for the meaning of life – and whether there is such a thing at all. Existential Fish & Dread is a philosophical comedy drama that deals with vast, unanswerable questions through the story of a very unlikely friendship. It explores the impact of genuine human connection, and makes those existential feelings just a little more bearable.
Alexithymia Theatre Tue 28 9 2021 18:00 30 5 [Digital Stream] We follow the journey of Friend, a lost being who cannot understand their emotions, which has to their confusion caused their body to fragment. They need help in finding their way back to themselves. In order to learn the ways in which “we” feel, they will go on a sensorial exploration via the interaction of some new folks they meet along the way, in order to explore how our minds, create neurological connections through experience and memory.
…that’s what she said Theatre Tue 28 9 2021 18:00 45 12 The Empty Space, 50 Kansas Ave, Salford M50 2GLSix girls. One week in Ibiza. Similar differences. ‘…that’s what she said’ is a brand new piece of theatre that explores what it means to be a woman in 2021. Devised based on real-life experiences of the cast, the play opens the conversations on sisterhood and race in a modern way. That’s what she said explores the experiences of six young women on holiday in Ibiza, how they navigate the divisions that have been forged between women of different class, race and background. More importantly, the play explores the friendships they forge and the experiences they share that are universally relatable.
The Church Of The Fall Spoken Word Tue 28 9 2021 19:30 60 7 Lock 91, Deansgate Locks, Castlefield, Manchester M1 5WZA musical AND a film about Queen and not ONE show about The Fall? That’s bobbins! The Church of The Fall is one man’s attempt to do justice to Mark E. Smith and his group The Fall. It’s like trying to do justice to Beethoven in an hour but I’m doing it for the kids raised on tales of Oasis’s greatness – they weren’t even the greatest group to come out of Greater Manchester. The show celebrates the late writer, singer and working-class genius Mark E. Smith but it’s not just about him, or his alleged pyrotechnical personality. OK, Mark E. Smith was likely ‘no Mandela’ but could Mandela have given us Spoilt Victorian Child? Before converting to atheism at 21, I was a Christian. I miss the love and certainty of the faithful; this show is about the need to believe in something greater than us all and that thing is The Fall. Expect music, love and laughs. It’s said Fall fans live in the ‘cult of The Fall’ but this music, this art is too divine for a cult – The Fall is a broad church. You don’t have to love The Fall to enjoy my show, you just need to love music. Come one, come all, to the Church Of The Fall (FREE ENTRY for ex-Fall members).
Cock Therapy Theatre Tue 28 9 2021 19:30 60 10 Salford Arts Theatre, Kemsing Walk, Off Tunbridge Square, Liverpool St, Salford M5 4BS.Young gay man Roz thinks he’s a sex addict. His therapist, aptly named The Therapist, believes there’s more to Roz’s love for sex than meets the eye. The Therapist is determined to dig deeper into Roz’s actions and to help him with his addiction- if he can get a word in edgeways. Expect plenty of laughs, surprises, and mentions of bumholes. What would Freud have said?! A tragicomedy by newcomer Joe Henry.
Existential Fish and Dread Theatre Tue 28 9 2021 19:30 60 12 The Empty Space, 50 Kansas Ave, Salford M50 2GLStephen Hawking’s dead. Martin’s having a breakdown. And Ellie? She’s feeding the fish. When Martin hears that the world’s greatest scientific mind has died, he’s tipped over the edge. Who will figure out where we came from, and why we’re here? Lucky for him, chance – or destiny – finds him in an aquarium with Ellie, a PhD student studying astrophysics. As the fish swim in circles, so too do these strangers, running through science, philosophy and theology as they search for the meaning of life – and whether there is such a thing at all. Existential Fish & Dread is a philosophical comedy drama that deals with vast, unanswerable questions through the story of a very unlikely friendship. It explores the impact of genuine human connection, and makes those existential feelings just a little more bearable.
Alexithymia Theatre Wed 29 9 2021 18:00 30 5 [Digital Stream] We follow the journey of Friend, a lost being who cannot understand their emotions, which has to their confusion caused their body to fragment. They need help in finding their way back to themselves. In order to learn the ways in which “we” feel, they will go on a sensorial exploration via the interaction of some new folks they meet along the way, in order to explore how our minds, create neurological connections through experience and memory.
…that’s what she said Theatre Wed 29 9 2021 18:00 45 12 The Empty Space, 50 Kansas Ave, Salford M50 2GLSix girls. One week in Ibiza. Similar differences. ‘…that’s what she said’ is a brand new piece of theatre that explores what it means to be a woman in 2021. Devised based on real-life experiences of the cast, the play opens the conversations on sisterhood and race in a modern way. That’s what she said explores the experiences of six young women on holiday in Ibiza, how they navigate the divisions that have been forged between women of different class, race and background. More importantly, the play explores the friendships they forge and the experiences they share that are universally relatable.
The Bear Comedy Wed 29 9 2021 19:00 45 8 Lock 91, Deansgate Locks, Castlefield, Manchester M1 5WZA comic rerendering of Chekhov’s Classic The Bear, which hasn’t been performed in Manchester in a very, very long time, we think. Acting, Comedy, Wrestling and maybe a horse…
Sandy Theatre Wed 29 9 2021 19:00 60 10 Salford Arts Theatre, Kemsing Walk, Off Tunbridge Square, Liverpool St, Salford M5 4BS.If an object had consciousness, what would its thoughts be? What experience of the world would it have? And how would human beings look like from its perspective? ‘Sandy’ is the unique place between reality and fantasy in which two similar and yet very different ‘women’ can meet, think, talk and be themselves. ‘Sandy’ is a two hander play about femininity and womanhood which, by exploring an encounter between a woman and a “female” object, reveals their relationship to the world and the role they cover in society. They both long for freedom, but the expectations and definitions imposed on them make their goal almost – or fully – impossible to reach. The play also explores the way in which a connection can be created through a communication which is essentially unilateral. Neither fully listened to or heard, words often seem to fail the objective of their characters while still acting as the vehicle through which their emotions come to meet. Finally and more importantly, looking out at our shared reality through these similar and yet different perspectives, Sandy wants to inspire in the spectator a reflection about their society, their mindset and themselves.
Simon Says Theatre Wed 29 9 2021 19:00 60 8 The Kings Arms, Bloom St, Salford M3 6AJ All Day Breakfast Theatre Company aim to create work that capture the imagination and takes the audience from the theatre into a new world where sorrow and humour exist in equal measure. Through collaboration with artists and audiences alike, we provide accessible, entertaining theatre. Their upcoming show SIMON SAYS is a twisted comedy, with immersive elements, that follows four disillusioned cult members as they struggle to seize power from their outdated leader. A story told through music, dance and poetry, we watch as our protagonists wrestle with their gruesome past and the lengths to which they will go in the name of community.
Existential Fish and Dread Theatre Wed 29 9 2021 19:30 60 12 The Empty Space, 50 Kansas Ave, Salford M50 2GLStephen Hawking’s dead. Martin’s having a breakdown. And Ellie? She’s feeding the fish. When Martin hears that the world’s greatest scientific mind has died, he’s tipped over the edge. Who will figure out where we came from, and why we’re here? Lucky for him, chance – or destiny – finds him in an aquarium with Ellie, a PhD student studying astrophysics. As the fish swim in circles, so too do these strangers, running through science, philosophy and theology as they search for the meaning of life – and whether there is such a thing at all. Existential Fish & Dread is a philosophical comedy drama that deals with vast, unanswerable questions through the story of a very unlikely friendship. It explores the impact of genuine human connection, and makes those existential feelings just a little more bearable.
Revenant Comedy Wed 29 9 2021 20:45 80 7 Lock 91, Deansgate Locks, Castlefield, Manchester M1 5WZThe UK premiere of “Revenant” by award-winning Irish playwright Stewart Roche. Carter has found the perfect location to shoot his zombie movie set during the Irish famine- a country house on an island off the coast of Mayo. The only catch is he has it for just 3 days. So when his lead actor drops out the day before shooting starts, Carter is faced with a difficult decision- pull on the plug on his dream project or cast the mysterious Vardell, an actor of incendiary talent but someone with a dark past that he knows precious little about. As events unfold on set, Carter soon suspects that he may have made a grave mistake…
…that’s what she said Theatre Wed 29 9 2021 21:30 45 12 The Empty Space, 50 Kansas Ave, Salford M50 2GLSix girls. One week in Ibiza. Similar differences. ‘…that’s what she said’ is a brand new piece of theatre that explores what it means to be a woman in 2021. Devised based on real-life experiences of the cast, the play opens the conversations on sisterhood and race in a modern way. That’s what she said explores the experiences of six young women on holiday in Ibiza, how they navigate the divisions that have been forged between women of different class, race and background. More importantly, the play explores the friendships they forge and the experiences they share that are universally relatable.
Alexithymia Theatre Thu 30 9 2021 18:00 30 5 [Digital Stream] We follow the journey of Friend, a lost being who cannot understand their emotions, which has to their confusion caused their body to fragment. They need help in finding their way back to themselves. In order to learn the ways in which “we” feel, they will go on a sensorial exploration via the interaction of some new folks they meet along the way, in order to explore how our minds, create neurological connections through experience and memory.
Sandy Theatre Thu 30 9 2021 19:00 60 10 Salford Arts Theatre, Kemsing Walk, Off Tunbridge Square, Liverpool St, Salford M5 4BS.If an object had consciousness, what would its thoughts be? What experience of the world would it have? And how would human beings look like from its perspective? ‘Sandy’ is the unique place between reality and fantasy in which two similar and yet very different ‘women’ can meet, think, talk and be themselves. ‘Sandy’ is a two hander play about femininity and womanhood which, by exploring an encounter between a woman and a “female” object, reveals their relationship to the world and the role they cover in society. They both long for freedom, but the expectations and definitions imposed on them make their goal almost – or fully – impossible to reach. The play also explores the way in which a connection can be created through a communication which is essentially unilateral. Neither fully listened to or heard, words often seem to fail the objective of their characters while still acting as the vehicle through which their emotions come to meet. Finally and more importantly, looking out at our shared reality through these similar and yet different perspectives, Sandy wants to inspire in the spectator a reflection about their society, their mindset and themselves.
Simon Says Theatre Thu 30 9 2021 19:00 60 8 The Kings Arms, Bloom St, Salford M3 6AJ All Day Breakfast Theatre Company aim to create work that capture the imagination and takes the audience from the theatre into a new world where sorrow and humour exist in equal measure. Through collaboration with artists and audiences alike, we provide accessible, entertaining theatre. Their upcoming show SIMON SAYS is a twisted comedy, with immersive elements, that follows four disillusioned cult members as they struggle to seize power from their outdated leader. A story told through music, dance and poetry, we watch as our protagonists wrestle with their gruesome past and the lengths to which they will go in the name of community.
Existential Fish and Dread Theatre Thu 30 9 2021 19:30 60 12 The Empty Space, 50 Kansas Ave, Salford M50 2GLStephen Hawking’s dead. Martin’s having a breakdown. And Ellie? She’s feeding the fish. When Martin hears that the world’s greatest scientific mind has died, he’s tipped over the edge. Who will figure out where we came from, and why we’re here? Lucky for him, chance – or destiny – finds him in an aquarium with Ellie, a PhD student studying astrophysics. As the fish swim in circles, so too do these strangers, running through science, philosophy and theology as they search for the meaning of life – and whether there is such a thing at all. Existential Fish & Dread is a philosophical comedy drama that deals with vast, unanswerable questions through the story of a very unlikely friendship. It explores the impact of genuine human connection, and makes those existential feelings just a little more bearable.
JOHN AGGASILD: WELCOME BACK (Work in Progress) Comedy Thu 30 9 2021 19:30 60 0 The Kings Arms, Bloom St, Salford M3 6AJ Welcome Back is a Romantic (Stand Up) Comedy (show). Join plainclothes alternative comedian, John, as he describes falling in love whilst questioning his sexuality in his trademark style of emotionally intelligent stand up comedy. If you have ever had feelings or sex with someone… or perhaps you’re thinking about giving it a try – this show is for you.
Eryn Tett Finds Her Audience Comedy Thu 30 9 2021 20:00 60 0 The Peer Hat, Marlsboro House, 52 Newton St, Manchester M1 1EDVOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR VERY IMPORTANT SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH. Any age, gender, height, music taste, shoe size please apply.Research will take place in Manchester. Estimated session time between 45mins to 1 hour. Any and all feedback is important to us. *data may be collected for research purposes. An alternative stand up comedy show which earnestly takes an entirely literal approach to the common comedian advice of ‘find your audience’. With a style that toes the line between straight stand up and absurdism, misfit and newly proactive Eryn Tett (Cherry Comedy Breakout Act of the Year Winner ’20/Funny Women Stage Award Runner-up ’20) is collecting important data in the search of her perfect audience.


